1. Introduction. We consider the problem of computing the steady state distribution of a finite, discrete time, irreducible Markov chain. Equivalently, we seek the left eigenvector r corresponding to the eigenvMue 1 of a stochastic matrix P: (1) P =r, e= 1, Pe=e, 0 <_ pij, i,j 1,2,...,n, where e is the column vector of ones.
Grassman, Taksar, and Heyman [3] used probability theory to develop an algorithm (the GTH algorithm) for computing by successively reducing the state space.
The algorithm works with the generator matrix G P I having zero row sums. It proved to be surprisingly accurate in numerical experiments and was later recognized as a variant of Gaussian elimination. The key difference is that the main diagonal element of the triangular factor is computed as the negative sum of the computed offdiagonal elements, and thus the row sum property is preserved. O'Cinneide [4] later analyzed the GTH algorithm, showing that the computed vector r has low relative error in each component.
No single algorithm runs at peak efficiency on each of the wide variety of computer architectures in current use. For some architectures, a simple count of arithmetic operations provides an accurate prediction of performance. For machines with vector pipelines and multilevel memories, however, the number of loads and stores of data can be a more critical factor. For parallel architectures, the data layout and communication patterns are crucial.
A common approach to algorithm design is to consider a parameterized family of algorithms that can be tuned to different architectures. Block-matrix algorithms provide one such parameterization, and their use is widespread in portable libraries such as LAPACK. There is a considerable body of literature on the error analysis of such block algorithms. Backward error bounds are established, for example, in [2] . The O'Cinneide bounds for GTH are much stronger than these results, since G=0, re=l.
The GTH algorithm reduces G to lower triangular form. It is an iterative process, working with a matrix Gk of dimension (n-k) (n-k) at the kth stage--a generator from which k states have been eliminated. Let Go G, and partition as Ak B 1 (2) G-C D where Ak is the ( 
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The GTH algorithm is easy to implement andnumericMly stable, but its efficiency on certain computer architectures can be disappointing. Notice, for example, that the (n, n) element of G is accessed and updated n-1 distinct times. It is well known that block-oriented algorithms can reduce the memory traffic for elimination algorithms, so we now direct our attention to developing a block-GTH algorithm.
The basis of the block-GTH algorithm is a block partitioning of the matrix G:
we partition as in (2) , but now A is an matrix, rather than a single element.
Similarly, B has rows. The block size can be tuned to achieve improved efficiency on various architectures, as discussed in 4. The generator Gk+z and its eigenvector pk+z are expressed in terms of Gk and Pk by formulas similar to (3) and (4):
Rather than division by a scalar, (5) and (6) 3. Error analysis. As we mentioned before, the left eigenvector computed by the GTH algorithm has a small entry-wise relative error bound. Our next task is a rounding error analysis for the block-GTH algorithm in order to demonstrate that it preserves this error property.
Let us introduce some notation first. We use the special symbols (7> from Appendix 3 of [5] . Let u be the unit roundoff in floating-point arithmetic. Then we write (I + a)(1 + a2)" "-(I + a) (1 + bl)(1 H-b2)"" (I + b#) whenever lal < u, Ibl <_ u, and a + # 7. The <'),> symbols satisfy the relations and + and make floating-point expressions simple and clear. Let us denote the floating-point operators with a "hat." The error analysis of floating-point operations is based on the following rules:
I. (k, the computed generator of size n k, k 1,..., 1.
Since the block-GTH algorithm is closely related to GTH, it is useful to define Gk to be the generator resulting from eliminating the first state from Gk-by GTH using exact arithmetic. Note that the definition of G is the same for GTH and block-GTH (since Go is the same for both), but generators G2,..., Gt differ for the two algorithms because they are defined in terms of the computed quantities (,..., (t_. Our goal, then, is to study Gk for the block-GTH algorithm and show that its eigenvector is close to the eigenvector of Gk.
Throughout the following paragraphs, index k will vary between 1 and 1-1. A scalar with superscript k will denote a result after eliminating k states from Go. An operator with a "hat" uses floating-point arithmetic. Since the error bound strongly depends on the specific computational formulas, we analyze the error by strictly following the order of operations in the block-GTH algorithm. We will derive an error bound for block-GTH-II. The bound for block-GTH-I is derived in the appendix.
Suppose that we partition the generator (k ( 
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The next task is to determine error bounds for the off-diagonal entries of Ak relative to corresponding entries of Gk. Let The major time-consuming modules of the algorithm are shown in Table 2.   TABLE 2 Step Routine Source Since the block-GTH algorithm is a variant of Gaussian elimination, the complexity is of order n our implementation, the cost of factorization is 1(4n3 + 3n 2 7n) 6 independent of the block size 1.
For our numerical experiments, we defined the generator of order n to be a circulant matrix with -0.01, 0.0002, 0.0098/(n 2).
It can be shown that this generator has a simple eigenvalue 0 with left eigenvector =(1/n)e.
We tested only the type II block-GTH algorithm.
First we examined the accuracy of the block-GTH algorithm. We set n 400 and varied the block size as 1, 2,..., 49, 50 and then 60, 80,..., 400. Table 3 shows the resulting rounding errors. As predicted by the theory, the errors do not have strong dependence on block size: the errors produced by the block-GTH algorithm varied between .87 and 1.5 times the errors produced by the GTH algorithm. The biggest of the C matrices is Co, of size (n 1)l. Each column of Bk has size l, and the Do matrix has columns of length n-I. Therefore increments of 20. Figure 4 shows the total time as a function of block size. Table 4 gives the timings, predicted and actual optimal block size, and the speedup, defined by speedup= the time for the GTH algorithm the best time for the block-GTH algorithm On the SUN, the timing gain for the block-GTH algorithm over the standard GTH algorithm is 18-20%, while it is 19-30% on the DEC machine. The predictions of optimal block sizes were quite accurate for the DEC, but were overestimates for the SUN. Using the predicted optimal block size on the SUN gave timing gains of 16-19%, not much less than the actual optimal.
On the Convex, a block size of 21, independent of the order of the matrix, performs quite well, while on the Cray, the performance varies only slightly for a large range of block sizes, with the optimal size about 12% of n.
Further timing gains could be achieved by using level-2 or level-3 BLAS in the implementation of SGTHLU. 
